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Creative Producer (f/m/d)
Berlin, full-/part-time

To the creative producers (f/m/d) out there who are seeking new experiences in a dynamic
and future-shaping field: we are looking for a person to support and guide our team to new
horizons!

about us
We're onformative, a leading design studio with diverse projects spanning various
disciplines, from classic motion design to abstract art installation to very applied software
development. Our projects are unique, challenging the boundaries of creativity and
technology.

what makes us special
We foster a culture of creativity and collaboration, with teams comprising artists from
diverse backgrounds. Our projects explore a range of creative fields, including motion design,
procedural and generative design, interactive experiences, and emerging technologies.

the role
As a creative producer, you'll play a pivotal role in shaping our projects' direction.
Collaborating closely with the creative director, you'll infuse innovative thinking into project
development and have the opportunity to manage projects independently. Simultaneously,
you'll oversee project logistics, including finances and schedules, ensuring smooth execution
from start to finish. You'll be the one who has the overview and takes care of coordinating
the overall project landscape.

we're looking for you who

● likes to orchestrate projects across various creative fields, including abstract image
worlds (still and motion), real-time and procedural workflows, spatial installations,
and visual design for emerging technologies

● excels at team-building and collaboration, fostering synergies among people in
diverse disciplines

● approaches challenges with determination and creativity, driving projects forward
with a positive attitude

● builds strong client relationships
● brings experience in motion design and creative software development
● strives through co-creative and process thinking
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you feel comfortable with

● a fluid project landscape with ever new challenges
● transforming creative chaos into creative excellence
● innovation culture
● coordinating & connecting the dots

join us
If you're passionate about driving projects to new heights and shaping the future of our
creative production, we would like to hear from you. Join us on our journey to redefine
creative excellence.

how to apply
Send your resume and portfolio showcasing your personality, skills and experience to
job@onformative.com

We’re looking forward to hearing from you!
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